
Decentralized Data You Can Trust.



The Oracle

Fetch is a fully decentralized, transparent, 
and permissionless oracle system that is 
focused on securely placing data
natively on PulseChain.

The oracle mechanism works by using The oracle mechanism works by using 
simple crypto-economic incentives to 
secure data through staking and dispute 
mechanisms, while the community is 
bound by a token which utilizes 
anonymous governance system and 
monetary incentives to reward data 
reporters and development of the network.reporters and development of the network.

Introduction
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Reporters can choose to submit values for any ID they want, but in practice will 
likely pick the ID with the highest tip. ID’s can be updated as frequently as they 
want. Reporters are rewarded in two ways:

   Tips
   Time-based inflationary rewards
   All bonded reporters get 2% of tips and time-based rewards





A - Good Price         B - Bad Price        C - Disputer
D - Governance        E - Time        F - Slashed Reporter

FIGURE 2



Where

https://github.com/fetchoracle/dataSpecs


Where

If multiple disputes are performed on the same ID, a party might be trying to censor 
values by disputing good values. To counteract this, the dispute fee increases with each 
dispute on the same ID.

Where



Within the FETCH holder category, holder weights are measured as the 
balance of FETCH on the chain where the vote is taking place. For reporters, 
each submitted data point affords them additional non-transferable voting 
power weighted at 1FETCH per successful submission. However, reporters 
must be actively bonded to be able to vote with their allocated 
non-transferable voting power. Users are weighted by the number of tips they 
have paid into the system. The Team’s multi-sig wallet acts as a tie breaker and 
helps protect the integrity of the system in the early days but can and should be 
forked out as the network matures (when there are sufficient reporters, users 
and holders to provide checks and balances among themselves).

It is important to note that Fetch can be deployed on multiple chains. Although 
the main Fetch token is staying on the PulseChain network, users or the Fetch 
It is important to note that Fetch can be deployed on multiple chains. Although 
the main Fetch token is staying on the PulseChain network, users or the Fetch 
team can launch Fetch on any chain. However, the governance (dispute 
resolution) of that specific chain would be controlled by the stakeholders on 
that chain and inflationary time-based rewards only exist on PulseChain.

Fetch governance is used to settle disputes. The Fetch governance system aims 
to balance the voting power amongst various members of the community, 
specifically: holders, reporters, users and the team. FETCH stakeholders all 
want Fetch to continue to grow, but the approach and needs of each group can 
be different. Each of these stakeholders’ categories are weighted equally. 
However, users and reporters can increase their voting share within their User 
and Reporter category, based on their system participation.

For Fetch, there are four groups of stakeholders identified in the Fetch system:For Fetch, there are four groups of stakeholders identified in the Fetch system:

   FETCH holders
   Reporters
   Users
   Team

Governance



For the former, this is the cost to break the governance contract of Fetch. If we 
assume that a bad value will get caught (not go through unnoticed), then the 
bad value would go to a dispute. For the value to be put back on-chain, the 
vote would need to settle such that an incorrect value is deemed correct. With 
multiple rounds of voting, the malicious party would need to get to the point 
where they have 51% of the voting power in the system and for this they would 
have to take over three of four equally weighted governance stakeholders 
(holders, users, reporters, and the team). Since the governance contract is only 
partially based on the token weight (token weighted FETCH holders, reporters, 
users), there are other factors at play.

Where VS = voting shares
VS = total supply + reporter votes + user(tipping) votes + team

Security is achieved through Fetch’s architecture, which uses a simple 
bond/dispute mechanism to source correct values. Ultimate ownership and 
security in the system is afforded by our governance contract, which we aim to 
align incentives from holders, reporters, users and the team. There are two 
primary metrics used when determining the security of an oracle:

   How can a bad value get put on-chain? (e.g. BTC/USD is 10M)
   How much does it cost to censor the oracle? (no good values can get
       through)       through)

Security

Fetch utilizes a fixed minting policy to incentivize reporters through time-based 
rewards and protocol improvements and maintenance. This can only be 
changed through a fork.

Monetary Policy



Each stakeholder group is equally weighted. The outcome of each dispute vote 
can be true(for), false(against), or invalid. The percentage of votes for each 
outcome within each group is calculated against the total votes received per 
stakeholder group and then evaluated to determine the vote verdict.

WeightedVoteoutcome = + + +





Looking at our formula, we can summarize that security increases when:

   The share of those voting increases
   The price of the token increases

Additionally, a minimum threshold of reporters is also essential to the proper Additionally, a minimum threshold of reporters is also essential to the proper 
functioning of the Fetch system. The more parties that are available to submit 
data, the more decentralized our reporter set will be. An active and watchful 
community is also one of the big missing pieces in many protocols. Just because 
you are “theoretically” secure if there is an arbitrage opportunity, DeFi has seen 
many protocols exploited because those opportunities are left unfilled. It is the 
job of the Fetch ecosystem to properly incentivize and monitor the activity to 
make sure active diligence is being performed.



The new Fetch system, with its expansion to arbitrary data types, works as an 
oracle for any piece of offchain information. The specific structure of Fetch, with 
its lack of finality and ambiguously defined data points make it a unique oracle 
and one that is not fit for high speed values needing instant accuracy or trusted 
endpoints that are not open to any reporter.

That said, there are still a number of use cases that Fetch works well for and That said, there are still a number of use cases that Fetch works well for and 
we look forward to expanding our user base and our community around these 
and even more creative use cases:

   Price feeds (e.g. PLS/LOAN TWAP)
   Prediction Markets (e.g. who is the current president of the United
       States?)
   Bridging assets (e.g. bring BTC block headers onto PulseChain) - L2
       Security (data availability, sequencer validation)       Security (data availability, sequencer validation)

Use Cases


